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**QUESTION:** 27
What is a characteristic of the Data Domain retention lock feature?

A. User must initiate data retention from the client side  
B. The maximum lock retention period is 99 years  
C. Retention can only be set at the directory level  
D. Retention lock is only managed through the Data Domain system

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 28
What is the goal of EMC Avamar capacity management?

A. Prevent going below the low-water mark  
B. Store as much data as possible  
C. Retain backups for as long as possible  
D. Achieve steady-state utilization

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 29
For which type of data is consistency when performing backups of major importance?

A. Databases  
B. Compressed  
C. Email  
D. Rich media

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 30
In Data Domain what is the percentage of duplicate data that is identified inline before it is stored to disk?
A. 90
B. 97
C. 100
D. 99

Answer: D

**QUESTION:** 31
What must be done before beginning Data Domain initial setup?

A. Install DD Boost on backup server
B. Complete hardware installation
C. Configure VTL protocol
D. Update licenses

Answer: B
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